Worksheet #5

Name:

Fine-Tuning Your

CAPACITY FILTER

or the motivational cues and mission-driven clues needed
to bring your value proposition to the world

Introduction
I (Mr. Fundy) am sitting in my office, surrounded
by adoring fans who can’t echo a sound, but
their insights are heard loud and clear. Lean in, I
want to introduce you to the hundreds of books
sitting on my shelves. Books on faith, family,
finances, food, and fitness are cheering me on.
Let me flip the script and give them a standing
ovation for their loyal support. It’s the least I can
do for the blessings they (really, their authors)
have generously poured out on me. I wouldn’t
be who I am today without their contributions.
What you can do, you must do. And what you must do, you shall do. A good book, better yet, a
“cheerleading manual” provides an encouragement boost to keep you moving forward in life.
Possibility, opportunity, accessibility, and creativity are beneficial, as highlighted in the previous
four worksheets. However, without capacity, what you can (and should do) never gets done. In
fact, what’s inside of you to fill up and pour out is left on the shelf with this tagline, “Unfulfilled
Potential Waiting to Be Realized.”
By now, you know my fondness for reading is off the
charts. Why? Just because I grew up poor didn’t mean
that I couldn’t pour, as in maximizing my human
potential to one day, shower humanity with a potent
form of love. Our world lacks authentic love, where a
gift is given without expecting anything in return.
“Absorb the love and pass it forward” to the next
person in line.

Just because I grew up
poor didn't mean that I
couldn't pour.
– Mr. Fundy

Let’s break down the word capacity. Three definitions stand out. First, it describes the maximum
amount — of knowledge, of wisdom, of expertise — that someone can contain. Second, it
expresses the maximal amount — of talent, of skill, of excellence — that a person can produce.
Third, it identifies a specific function, position, or obligation — a student, a teacher, a leader —
that an individual can maximize. Maximum (think width). Maximal (think height). Maximize (think
depth). In this worksheet, we’ll isolate each “max” aspect of capacity that a good book offers to
help you in your life, leadership, or legacy pursuits.
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The "Maximum" Fill Up
First up in this activity lesson is how to fill up, or fill in, the maximum capacity within you. Of
course, this is not known until you start digging. Like an explorer searching for gold, what lies
beneath the surface is your potential waiting to be fulfilled. It’s screaming at you, “Unlock me
now!” Although these factors can be reflections of your value proposition, your worth is not
confined to an outfit (or pair of sneakers), a large social media following, or even that butterfly
feeling you get when being affirmed by others. No, your proposed value is what makes you
uniquely valuable based on the knowledge obtained, wisdom secured, and expertise offered.
Time for a spotlight check on knowledge, wisdom, and expertise.

Knowledge = The Accumulation of Information
Wisdom = The Application of Knowledge
Expertise = The Administration of Excellence
In terms of knowledge, what you do know can help you, but what you don’t know will hurt others.
In regards to wisdom, what knowledge you do apply can empower you, but what wisdom you
don’t supply will disempower others. As it relates to expertise, what you do in the spirit of
distinction separates you, but when you fall short in the area of greatness this shortchanges
others. Do not hurt people with what you don’t know. Do not disempower people with what you
don’t apply. Do not shortchange people when you fail to bring your best. This, my friends, is the
essence of LOVE, our capacity filter.

1.

Alright, the groundwork has been framed and it’s time for you to do some constructing.
Using the examples that follow, create an acronym for knowledge, wisdom, and
expertise in light of the actual words or synonyms that have stood out to you when
reading a good book. Be sure to explain your thought process in the box marked
“acronym storyline.” Challenge yourself not to use more than four fillers to make the
acronym flow better. Use punctuation as needed.

K
N
O
W
L
E
D
G
E

eep
orth
n (your)
ay
awrence (to)
scape

W
I
S
D
O
M

hen
nside (a)
torm,
on't
perate
echanically

rugs,
angs, (and)
nvironment

Fillers Used: 3 (your, to, and)

Fillers Used: 1 (a)

E
X
P
E
R
T
I
S
E

rase (to)
erox
ictures
ntrances, (and)
oles
hat
nspire
uccessful
vents

Fillers Used: 2 (to, and)
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Acronym Storyline for Knowledge:
I (Mr. Fundy) read several books growing up, including Huckleberry Finn,
which challenged me to be curious about the world outside my housing
projects. Max width can translate into max height. In the mind, north
signifies the opportunity to look down — but not on others — so that I
could see the landscape below. This is how visuospatial intelligence is
developed, something I help people cultivate. What to do became evident
for me, even without positive role modeling. Who not to hang around
with became obvious to me, even without a protective support system.
Where life could take me became apparent, even without a father.

Acronym Storyline for Wisdom:
I am so thankful for having been born in the cycle of scarcity (scarce role models, scarce
resources, and scarce opportunities, which I cover in great detail in my book,
Sociopsychonomics). Of course, I didn’t feel this way back then. But I learned a great deal about
life while stranded in an impoverished setting. In America, poverty is the eye of the economic
storm. A robot can’t make it out of the ’hood, but an uplifted human spirit can. A lot of things
about this journey called Life, especially navigating the dangerous terrain of the ghetto, can’t
be programmed through a computer code. Try it and access will be denied.

Acronym Storyline for Expertise:
Exiting a difficult situation is often more art than the science of entering a more promising
one. Erasing bad memories and photocopying great images of new ones — what could be
bigger, better, and brighter — can provide the inspirational lift out of heartache or
depression. Formulas for success can fall short when pain is a far-reaching, fast-moving, and
fickle-producing current. No time to think, just react to the oncoming waves with confident
hope. Swimming is one thing, but learning how not to drown is altogether different.

Your Turn!
Construct an acronym for knowledge, wisdom, and expertise using actual words or synonyms
that have stood out to you when reading a good book, with an explanation given in the box
marked “acronym storyline.” Try not to use more than four fillers to make the acronym flow
better. Use punctuation as needed. Accept the challenge; you’ve got this!

K
N
O
W
L
E
D
G
E
Fillers Used:

W
I
S
D
O
M

Fillers Used:

E
X
P
E
R
T
I
S
E
Fillers Used:

Acronym Storyline for Knowledge:

Acronym Storyline for Wisdom:

Acronym Storyline for Expertise:

The "Maximal" Build Up
Talent. Skill. Excellence. It’s not consensus thinking per se, but human beings are blessed with
various inborn capabilities. Artistic endeavors come naturally to some people. Athletic encounters
come easily to certain sports enthusiasts. Aesthetic environments come automatically to those
with contrasted imaginations. Skills are typically developed — regardless of talent — to improve
in a given area. Unfortunately, most individuals reach a level of competence and get stuck there,
never venturing beyond the status quo (aka being average). Excellence personified is greatness
exemplified. Big words and bigger worlds go hand in hand; don’t be afraid of them because they’ll
push you across the finish line just as your energy level wanes.
Talent assessment is oversimplified, but often understated. We
are quick to label someone as talented without actually
identifying what that person’s talents are. Big mistake. Of
course, talent observation is in the eye of the beholder.
Meaning: your definition of talent may be quite different than
somebody else’s. Here’s where we can agree: it takes talent to
read a book, glean insight or gain understanding from the
author, and then apply the principles in our own lives so that
we improve while assisting others along their growth path. You
see, most people read books for entertainment value, not
empowerment valuation. Big difference between the two, just
as reading and implementing aren’t the same.

2a

Here’s the next construction assignment. Talent observation, talent association, and
talent implementation are the hallmarks of great readers. And we know readers are
leaders, and leaders are feeders. As “temporary” earth citizens, we have a dual mandate:
to feed and to be fed. Talented people understand this intuitively; it’s part of their
makeup. Use the following example as a template or model to describe your unique
take on the progression of talented reading from the dual role of feeding ourselves
(“Self-Focused”) and our neighbors (“Other-Focused”), near and far off. Sounds
challenging, but you can do it.
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The Progression of "Talented Reading"

Example
Talent Observation

General Reflection

Personal Reflection
"Self-Focused"

"Other-Focused"

"What do I need
to improve?"

"What needs do I have to
feed their improvement?"

Area(s) That Need Improvement

Area(s) to Feed Improvement

Talent Association

Personal Cultivation

General Cultivation

"Self-Focused"

"Other-Focused"

"Why do I need
to improve?"

"Why do I have to
feed their improvement?"

Infrastructure to Improve

Architecture for Improvement

Talent Implementation

Personal Maturation
"Self-Focused"

"How do I keep
improving?"
Scaffolding to Continue
Improving

General Maturation
"Other-Focused"

"How do I continue
feeding their improvement?"
Scaffolding to Continue Feeding
Their Improvement

Your Turn
Well, you get to build your talent progression
model now. Be authentic and let your
creativity come alive! Feel free to develop a
plan of engagement to improve in the three
areas. Include specific actionable objectives
and action steps as well.
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The Progression of "Talented Reading"

Your Turn

Talent Observation

Personal Reflection

General Reflection

"Self-Focused"

"Other-Focused"

Area(s) That Need Improvement

Area(s) to Feed Improvement

Talent Association

Personal Cultivation

General Cultivation

"Self-Focused"

"Other-Focused"

Infrastructure to Improve

Architecture for Improvement

Talent Implementation

Personal Maturation

General Maturation

"Self-Focused"

"Other-Focused"

Scaffolding to Continue
Improving

Scaffolding to Continue Feeding
Their Improvement

IMPROVEMENT GAME PLAN:

Talent Observation

IMPROVEMENT GAME PLAN:

Talent Association

IMPROVEMENT GAME PLAN:

Talent Implementation
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ACTIONABLE OBJECTIVES:

What would you like to achieve for yourself and others?

ACTION STEPS: What measures can you take to improve for yourself and others?

Reading to Love: Are You Ready to DUE Your Part?
Time for a skills upgrade in our love for others, which reading should help facilitate. The beauty and
benefit of word investing — an intentional and deliberate act — provides the pathway to improve
personally while also giving us the opportunity to love unconditionally. You see, we can love to read
when we word invest, which is a good thing. This can build confidence, language skills, and knowledge
of a given subject area, among many other noticeable gains. But when we read to love, the advantages
are incomparable.
Here’s why reading to love is vitally important. Think about our world today. What are we missing and
shortchanging others with as we protect our racial, social, or political tribal instincts? Love. No doubt,
fear is in abundance. But love and fear can’t coexist peacefully at the same time. The brain, body, and
belly malfunction in this tug-of-war state. And if your fear filter is up, then your love filter is down. Of
course, the opposite is also true. This is not a call out but an urgent call up. Every author, including
you, should take into consideration how to upgrade the love filter of readers. No carrot on a stick to
dangle. No agenda to promote. No axe to grind. Just the wellbeing of others. Why? Because love is a
skill that is often overdeveloped with physical reading and underdeveloped through virtual reading.
(Yes, you’re probably completing these worksheets on some type of smart device. No problem.)
Check this out. In the age of technology, our society has steadily moved away from reading physical
books. Correct? Technology certainly has a place, but it shouldn’t replace the real thing. Virtual love of
reading is easier to achieve than physical love of reading.
Whether love of reading or reading to love, both take work. And it’s
harder but more beneficial to place a physical book in your hands
than it is a smart device these days. If a device is so smart, then
why are we losing our ability to love sacrificially? Now, the library
or bookstore could be miles away, but your/my/our smart device is
likely within arms reach. We’ve paid a heavy price as a society for
the sake of convenience, and our love filter proves this. Interaction
with others — without taking advantaged of them for personal,
financial, or sensual gain — is needed to pull this off.

Love is a skill that is often
overdeveloped with physical
reading and underdeveloped
through virtual reading.
– Mr. Fundy

When you read to love, traveling to the library or bookstore is not a chore; it’s about passing the dutyof-care test. Unfortunately, far too many of us are receiving a failing grade here. When you read to
love, holding a physical book in your hands is akin to embracing the broken hearts of those who are
suffering in pain or shame. Handle yours and theirs with extreme care! Though impersonal, a physical
book serves as a connection point to touch the hearts of others through deep-rooted, interpersonal
love. This is how powerful words are in your hands of hopeful healing. And so many people are
trapped in their own world of pain because of the snares of their own painful words. Ready to help
them break free? Keep in mind: You can’t lead anyone to freedom unless you’re on the path to
become free.
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Back to the authorship call up. The apex of skill building should be reading to love.
Whether inside or outside a book interest comfort zone, the needs of readers should
be prioritized. Here’s your chance to write a read-to-love script inside the heart of the
person or group you would like to help. The example that follows serves as a launching
pad and landing platform to be a read-to-love ambassador. I (Mr. Fundy) will share
how reading to love allowed me the privilege and permission to build skills, heal
hearts, and serve humanity.

Mr. Fundy's Read-to-Love (RTL) Ledger Account

Example

SKILL BUILDING

HEAL BUILDING

Down Payment

Forward Payment

(Credited Account)

(Crediting Account)

Personal

Relational

"Read to love (RTL) helped me
build confidence to see
beyond my challenging
upbringing in childhood."

"Read to love, although
tough, assisted me in
learning how to forgive
others who hurt me."

"RTL showed me that hard
work early in life would pay
off later in life."

"RTL taught me why trust is
such a vital key to great
relationships."

Intellectual

Multicultural

"RTL provided me with a
roadmap and framework to
think outside the box to solve
complex problems and find
creative solutions."

"RTL allowed me to embrace
a newfound appreciation for
diverse cultures and
ethnicities."

"RTL pushed me to see the
world through the lens of
unlimited opportunity instead
of perpetual lack."

"Read to love gave me the
impetus to connect the dots
with people who don't look,
think, or act like me."

Educational

Professional

"Read to love shoved and
showered me to pursue
academic excellence. Thank
you RTL!"

"RTL has given me a platform
to present executive
coaching and leadership
training to change hearts
inside an organization."

"The ability to speak
allowed me, a poor kid
from the ghetto, to keep
my identity as a black man
and sell in to the success
of scholarly achievements
Much love, RTL!"

"RTL grants me the delicate
privilege to discuss sensitive
topics around race inside an
organization to bring our
fractured and divided country
together."

9

SKILL BUILDING
Down Payment

Forward Payment

(Credited Account)

(Crediting Account)

Nutritional

Nonjudgmental

"RTL has rewired my brain
and belly to love healthy food
so that my immune system,
and really, every system in
my body is operating
efficiently."

"RTL helped me hold back on
judging people who are
dealing with various
struggles, challenges, and
setbacks. Life is hard."

"Reading to love allowed me
to cater up my taste buds
away from unhealthy foods.
Every area of my life is better
because of this!"

"My father was an alcoholic.
Substance abuse is a serious
issue. Read to love taught me
how to extend grace with
accountability to help those
battling substance abuse
problems."

Biographical

Sacrificial

"As a kid, I had a book in one
hand and a basketball in the
other. I still hoop, but RTL
has helped me ball out for
the rest of my life."

"Thanks to RTL, I can look
back on painful times in my
life and help others get
through theirs."

"RTL gave me the blueprint to
read people and uncover why
humans mask pain by
diverting attention from it,
which I know very well."

Example

HEAL BUILDING

"Read to love was birthed
from my love for reading.
investing in books early in life
booked my future later in life,
a sacrifice that paid off for
me and others."

Mr. Fundy's Read-to-Love Ambassador Pledge
Lawrence Funderburke
I,
, solemnly pledge to treat every
book reading opportunity as a chance to enhance my read-to-love
commitment while caring for the needs of others above my own. To
serve others — without taking advantage of them or expecting
anything in return — is the ultimate sacrifice to heal our hurting
world. With love!
Lawrence Funderburke

Lawrence Funderburke

Name

Signature

February 8, 2022

11:20 am

Date

Time

Monya Funderburke

Name of Witness #1

Eli Funderburke

Name of Witness #2

Wife

Son

Relationship to RTL Ambassador

Relationship to RTL Ambassador
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Here’s your chance to complete the Read-to-Love
(RTL) Ledger Account exercise. Be reflective on
how your skills and heart for others have
improved, or will in the future. If you’re ready,
become an RTL ambassador today by making the
pledge in the presence of two witnesses. You’ve
got this!

Mr. Fundy's Read-to-Love (RTL) Ledger Account

Your Turn
SKILL BUILDING

HEAL BUILDING

Down Payment

Forward Payment

(Credited Account)

(Crediting Account)

Personal

Relational

Intellectual

Multicultural

Educational

Professional
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SKILL BUILDING

HEAL BUILDING

Down Payment

Forward Payment

(Credited Account)

(Crediting Account)

Nutritional

Nonjudgmental

Biographical

Sacrificial

Read-to-Love Ambassador Pledge*

Keep
Going!

Print Name
I,
, solemnly pledge to treat every
book reading opportunity as a chance to enhance my read-to-love
commitment while caring for the needs of others above my own. To
serve others, without taking advantage of them or expecting
anything in return, is the ultimate sacrifice to heal our hurting world.
With love!

Name

Signature

Date

Time

Name of Witness #1

Name of Witness #2

Relationship to RTL Ambassador

Relationship to RTL Ambassador

*Email a copy of your pledge commitment and Mr. Fundy will send a congratulatory letter to the first 100 Read-toLove Ambassadors!
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The Road Less Traveled: Excellence in Motion
Excellence is something that we aim for but often miss. In fact, it’s quite elusive. It rewards the diligent
while punishing the complacent. Move in lock step with excellence or get left behind. I (Mr. Fundy)
made the terrible mistake of talking trash to the greatest basketball player of all time, Michael Jordan.
Anyone who competed against him for a brief or significant period of time likely has a memorable
story. I cover this in great detail in Momentum Power Play, but suffice it to say that the exchange didn’t
end well for me, then a hotshot rookie. That conversation — really, a one-way critique — woke me up
to the reality of bringing my A-game every day. He and the rest of his Bulls teammates went on that
season to win their sixth NBA Championship, a thriller against Karl Malone and the Utah Jazz. Like
Jordan in his heyday, excellence never takes a day off. It moves forward even when we stay in neutral.
The trifecta of excellence has a big baller purpose: the roll call, the role cast, and the row cost. Every
book that has the readers’ best interest at heart offers this purpose-directed mandate. The roll call
takes inventory of readers, unofficially that is, who fit the profile as “sign-me-up change agents.” They
embrace the assignment of purpose, which usually involves interacting with people. Readers are not
afraid of their role cast in helping others. The row cost, just like salmon who may swim hundreds of
miles upstream to lay eggs in the very same waters of their natal spawning (or birth), is quite
expensive. Excellent-driven readers, at times, have to swim against the current, an exhausting ordeal
with legacy implications.

2c

So, get ready to ball out for excellence! In this activity, you’ll incorporate roll call, role cast,
and row cost using a purpose-centered book that captures your excellence commitment.
Use The Trifecta of Excellence Roadmap example that follows to take your purpose game
to the next level. Be sure to add a purpose description to summarize your insights.
Part I
The Roll Call

Example
The Trifecta of
Excellence Roadmap
Mr. Fundy's Insights
Complete the Roadmap
Being a Black Man: At the Corner
of Progress and Peril

Who needs to step up?

Which subset or group is
being recruited?

"Black men, like myself, who
demand to be differencemakers in every sphere of
influence in color-coded
America. That time has never
been more urgent."

"From black men in C-Suite
positions to elected officials to
ex-inmates, these roles carry
immense responsibilities to do
the right thing."

Part III
The Row Cost

Author and Year Published

Part IV
Purpose Description

What are the implications?

Why is this important for the
subset or group?

"Our all-encompassing legacy
as black men is truly on the
line. 'Am I my brother's
keeper' is not a cute tagline;
it's a "fruit" mission to plant
heritage seeds."

"Playing the American game
of life in an away uniform,
black skin, is tough. In the
trapped court of law and
tilted court of public opinion,
calls don't often go our way.
We need a new game plan for
the 21st century black man."

Book Title
The Washington Post, 2007

Part II
The Role Cast
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Part I
The Roll Call

Part II
The Role Cast

Your Turn!
The Trifecta of
Excellence Roadmap
Mr. Fundy's Insights
Complete the Roadmap

Part III
The Row Cost

Part IV
Purpose Description

Book Title

Author and Year Published

The "Maximize" Set Up
In this last exercise, you’ll receive a much-needed break. It won’t
be quite as mentally challenging as the previous exercises on
The “Max” Fill Up and The “Max” Build Up, but you’ll still have to
do some heavy lifting. Keep in mind: “Max” exercises build
intellectual and educational muscles.
To maximize a specific function, position, or obligation — an
author, activist, or academic counselor — lots of reps are
needed to get in shape. A sculpted body doesn’t mean a wellconditioned brain. Cardio training, of the mental kind, is also
required here to facilitate intellectual endurance, or the ability
to address targeted areas of refinement. Let’s get right to it!

3c

Okay, this exercise is about concentration, focusing in on the function test, the position
test, and the obligation test. For pinpoint accuracy, book reading can’t be a nonchalant
or lackluster endeavor. Too much is at stake. Don’t sell yourself short, nor those you’re
assigned to help. Answer the following questions in regard to your responsibilities. (No
examples are provided.)
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Intellectual Endurance for Readers, Leaders, and Feeders
THE FUNCTION TEST
What are your responsibilities as a reader? (Hint: How can you get better as a reader?)

THE POSITION TEST
What are your vulnerabilties as a reader? (Hint: Where do you stand before and after you read a good book?)

THE OBLIGATION TEST
What are your assignabilties as a reader? (Hint: Who do you owe after absorbing the knowledge, wisdom, or expertise
from a great book?)

Whew, you’ve completed the last worksheet of the Mr. Fundy’s Read-to-Succeed Challenge.
Great job! Please feel free to share your thoughts at MrFundy.com. Thank you.

Whenever you're given lifetransforming information, you're
responsible for the instructions
that follow.
– Mr. Fundy
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